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PREFACE

For their assistance in writing this paper, I desire to thank the
following institutions and individuals:
1. Fisk University, the Tennessee Agriculture and Indeetriel College
for Negroes, the Western Kentucky Industrial Schoel for Negroes, Peabody
College, the Nashville Public Library, and the Louisville Public Library
for free use of their library facilities and for the courteous assistance
of their librarians.
2. Dr. Louis B. Salomon, Professor of Englien et Western Kentucky
State Teachers College,for his helpful supervision in the writing of this
paper.
3.

Miss Eertha Orendorf, inter—lean librarian at Western Kentucky

State Teachers College,for her untiring effort to secure material.
4.

Dr. Charles S. Johnson for his helpful information and for the

use of his private collection

of. books.

INTRODUCTION

According to Matthew Arnold an open mind is one of the chief essenOne is impressed by the truthfulness

tials for true literary criticism.

of this statement when he seeks to evaluate Negro poetry.
The term, Negro poetry, has several interpretations.

In its most

general sense, the one in which it is used in this paper, it means poetry
written by Negroes on any subject.

In a more restricted sense it refers

to poetry that contains allusions, rhythms, sentiments, and idioms more
or less peculiar to the Negro. In its narrowest meaning it refers to
poetry of racial protest and self-exhortation.
It is the undue publicity of fioetry of protest and race pride that has
2

displeased many readers.

As far as most Americans are concerned, the Negro

has been appropriately celled "the great American taboo." It is this race
prejudice thet confronts the critic.

A Negro is inclined to praise too
The

highly or, to avoid the accusation of favoritism, to condemn unjustly.
white critic is unconsciously influenced by a feeling of superiority.
of mixel blood is crejudiced toward one side or the other.

One

An honest

attempt, however, has been mede in this paper to judge fairly the Negro
poetry of the twentieth century.

A

CHAPTER I
THEIR LITERARY HERITAGE
The literary heritage of the twentieth
century Negro poets is rather
insignificant. In colonial days the
slave Jupiter Fameon rrote some rel!
gious
poems which were published in 1760 and
Phillis Wheatley wrote verse in the
style of Pope. The latter was favorabl
y received during her stay in Engl
and,
where
ees taken by her white patrons, the
Wheetley
and where a
vclume of her poems was published.
A large portion of her verse is on
moral
and religious themes and of an eleg
iac nature. Heavy metre, a, thologic
al
allusions, red other less admirable
features of the Classical Age characte
rize
her writings, which Welle ce Thurman
says have been overestimated because
of
her piety and patriotism.1 Thomas
Jefferson was of the same opinion.
To
eliminate any doubt as to the auth
enticity of the poem:, a number of
the
leading citizens of Boston testifie
d thet this Lfrican girl brought ther
e
in 1761 and taught to speck, read, and
rrite English had written them.
Encouraged by abolitioeists during
the next hundred years, the Negroes
tried te write. Vost of them failed
because they wrote in a medium and
on
subjects in which they lacked training
and learning. For example, A/berry
A. Whieman, a Menodist preacher and
a graduate of Fisk, attempted the long
est
poem ever rritten by an American
Negro, The Rape .9..f Floriqal a story of
the
Seminole Indians. Two other versifie
rs of this period stand out: ers. Fran
ces
Harper and George Horton. Of the fcre
er Mr. Thurman scys in his ecrimonious
article that her chief peetic virtue
is length. George Horton epert most
of
1Well
ace Thua-men, q;egro Poets and Their Poet
ry," 11 . Scuthern yerkman,
LXVIT (July 1928), 555-556.

2
his life as a janitor at the University of North Carolina.

It was his

desire to raise money by his rritings in order to go to Liberie,
but he
never succeeded. The poetry of this group is comparatively
free from racial
themes and dialect.
It was not until the appearance of Paul Laurence Dunbar and the popula
rization of his dialect verse by the sympathetic criticism of Willia
m Lean
Howells in Harpers Uagazine that a Negro poet received univer
sal acclaim.
Today there is much bickering over his relative merit.

Benjamin Brarley

denies the accusation that the poet looks wholly toward the paet,
for there
is a note of restlessness in his writings. In answer to the accusa
tion that
Dunbar is guilty of sentimentality, he replies that everybody was in
the
1890fs.

His ability to write lyrically, his good taste, his melody, his

quotability, his vividness and humor, his restrained passion reei
poignant
regret, his infinite yearning, and his high moral and spiritual purpos
e give
Dunbar the highest rank in Brerley's estimation.2 Thurman admire
s the poet
for breaking away from the 'paragons of piety" but considers him
a rank
sentimentalist with little depth.3 Kreymborg likerise thinks that
Dunbar
is sentimental even in the titles of his books and that his writin
gs show
more of the influence of the white race then of his own.4

Braithwaite says

thet the poet is true in his depicting of the life and temper of the
Negro
during the era of the Reconstruction. He too believes that Dunbar
expresses
a folk teeperament but. not the racefs soul and that he marks the
enel of a

2rienjamin Brawley, "Dunbar Thirty Years After," lp.2, Southern Woricean,
LIM (April 1930), 190-191.
urman,

p. 5E8.

4L1fred Kreymbu:T, Our
nr trenrV1: LBOtJ.in of Americen Poetry
(1623-.19S0) (Nev York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1929), p. 46.

5
regime and not the beginning of a tradition.5 Kerlin believes that there are
two Duzbars:

the old-fashioned one who rrote jingles in aislect aed the

prophet of the new generation who wrote pathetic lyrics.5 James Weldon Johnson says that the poet was the first to see objectively the humor and shortcomings of his race, to feel its aspirations and sorrows, and to express
them in a purely literary form.7
Although Dunbar died in 1906, to many he represents the Ner Negro,
especially in his non-dialect poetry.

Of his various volumes ;:rine of

Lowly Life is the most original and contains his best poem. "Ere Sleep Comes
Down to Soothe the Weary Eyes," "Ships That Pass in the Night," "We Wear the
!.ask," "The Drowsy Day," "The Ode to Ethiopia," "Life," and "Dawn" give a
new touch of old themes.

They belie an unrestricted acceptance of the criti-

cism that even in his Conventional verse Dunbar lacks depth and expresses
the ideals of the eighteenth century.8

"Darn" is a short four-line lyric

that shows his imaginative power.
An Engel, robed in spotless white,
Bent down and kissed the sleeping night.
Night woke to blush; the sprite lees pone.
Men saw the blush and called it Dawn.9

5William Stanley Braithwaite, "The Negro in American Literature," The New
Negro: An „Interpretation, ed. Alain Locke (New York: Albert and Charles Boni,
1925), pp. 56-38.
°Robert T. Kerlin, "Contemporary Poetry of the Negro" (Hampton, Va. : The
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, 1921), p. 7. (peel.)
_ Ferro Poetry ed. Jemes Weldon Johnson (New York:
—
7fl"re Bock of' teer'car
Harcourt, Brace and Comeaey, 1922), p. xxxiii.
8Charles Eaton Burch, "ieinber's Poetry in Literary Bnelish," Th,z= southern
Workmaa, LIII (April 1S.T4), 46%471.
9.1he Complete Weeks cf fau1 Laueence pluaber (New York:
Company, 1934), p. CS.

Dodd, Weed and

4
An almost Orientel attitude is given in "Life."
I crust of bread and a corner to sleep in,
A minete to smile and an hour to weep in,
A pint of joy to a pec4 of trouble,
And never a laugh but the moans come double;
And that is life:
A crust and a corner that love mekes precious,
With a smile to warm and the tears to refresh us;
And joy seems sweeter when cares come after,
And a moan ia the finest of foils for laughter;
And that is life!10
A different attitude, one of questioning, is given in "The Mystery" which
begins
I was not; now I am--a few days hence
I shall not be; I fain would look before
And after, but can neither do; acme Power
Or lack of power says "no" to all I would.
I stand upon a wide and sunless plain,
Nor chart ncr steel to guide my steps aright.11
Yet again he philosophically seeks to check up on life before it is too late
as in the follow-ine lines:
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes
Which all the day with ceaseless ctre here sought
The magic gold which from the seeker flies;
Ere dreams put on the gown and cap of thought,
And make the waking world a world of lies,-Of lies most palpable, uncouth, forlorn,
That say life's full of aches and tears and
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes.The poet's praise for the heroes and the friends of the race as riven in
euch poems as "Frederick DouElas" and "Lincoln" is a precedent for the prevailing hero-rorship of the modern Negro writers.
needs of his race, but he is free from bitterness.

10Ttid., v. 8.
pp

12714,,

,

r.

nr ,e
1,-e,

Dunber is not blind to the
rhite friends had been
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that was foreign to his
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e
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to
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th
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reciation, supplies him
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bar
Dun
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sim
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1151-1., d

p. IS.

14Itid., p. 9.
15Ttid., pp. 8-9,
1Sibi4.1 p. 65.
17°A Summer's Night," :bid.,

• 64.
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thought-provoking. He never forgot that he wes writing chiefly for his race,
4

which would not um6erstand classical cr learned alluslons and whose soul
longed for encouragement.

He more or less aaapted his vocabelery and themes

to their needs, resisting the temptation to be pedantic.
The influence of Janes Whitcomb Riley, who was a sympathetic iRrel help-14

ful friend, is seen in such poems as "When the Old Man Smokes," "Signs of
the Times," "Groring Gray," pnd "The Old Apple-Tree."

The same tenderness,

pathos, homely wisdom, idiom, reminiscence, and swing are present. "The
Old Apple-Tree" has these lines:
Life for us ain't all been summer,
But I guess we've hpd our shere
Of its flitting joys an' pleasures.
,
And a eprinklinl of its care.--8
It is not

E.

very far step from the dialect of Riley to Negro dielect.

AlthonE:1 Dunbar himself regretted his popularity as a writer of "jingles,"
it is as a dialect poet that the majority of people remember him. In his
verses of this type he relates the life and feelings of plantation Negroes
with their superstitions, humor, religion, and guile just as he beard his
mother tell them. "When Malindy Sings" vas inspired by her singing.

Among

his best dialect poems are "The Rivele," "How Lucy Backslid," "When De Co/n
Pons's Huts" "The Party," "Angelina," "A Negro Love Song," "Two Little Boots,"
and "The Old Front Gate."
these poems.

Irony as well as sympathy and humor is found in

c -e tell a story. "The Rivals" tins in this fashion
'Twas three an' thirty years ago,
When I was ruther young, you knot,
I had my last and only fight 1,
About a gal one summer night.

p. 10.
19Ib1d., p. 7.

'7
Many, such as these lines from "A flegro Love
Song," show the use of repetiticn and refrain p,hich are so typical of
the Negro:
Seen my lady home las' nibht,
Jump back, honey, jump back.
}!el' huh hant an' seue'z it tight,
)
Jump back, honey, jump back.-°
An eNample of pathos is found in these line
s from "Two Little Boots":
Ain't you kin' ol sad yolse'f,
lou little boots?
Dia is all his mammy's lef',
Two little boots.
Sence huh baby gone ant died.
Heav'n itse'f hit seem to hide
Des a little bit inside
Two little boots.21
Similar tenderness and love for children
are expressed in "Little Brown
Baby," "Scamp:
,The Plantation Child's Lullaby,
""
" "Puttint tne Baby Away,"
and other poems.
Dunbar's readers love him for the wholesom
eness of his cheracter ani
the sweetness and humor of his dialect vers
e. He shows in "The Poet" how
paradoxical this ras to what he wished.
He sang of life, serenely sweet,
With,now and then, a deeper note,
From some high peak, nigh yet remote,
He voiced the world's absorbing beat.
He sang of lave when earth waF. young,
And Love, itself, was in his lays.
But ah, the world, it u ned to prai
se
A jingle in a broken tongue.4'
It is interesting to notice that Countee
Cullen in his anthology of verfe
by Negro poets does not include any
of Dunbar's dialect verse.

p. 43.
21Tbid., p. ICS.
22I1id., p. 191.

8
tors were numerous.
At the beginning of this century Lumbar's imita
Souf', James Edwin Campbell
Deniel W. Davis with hic conection 'Weh Loin
in Echoes from

Ihe

Cabin and

7„sewhere, Ray G. Dandridge, John Wesley

to write in dialect. This verse
Holloway, Alex Rogers, and others continued
commonplaces, poor gralaMar
is characterized by exaggerations, refrains,
omitted eyi -Wlies, and a sing-song rhythm.

A reaction, however, against

accompanied the change in
the inefficiencies of this medium of expression
and the betterment of social
the Negro's attitude tr,werd his racial heritage
conditions.

or

CHAPTER II
THEIR SOCIAL AND RACIAL HERITAGE

The paucity of the literary heritage is explained, in pert, by the social
conditions under which the Negro in America has lived. /*lean Locke, the
first Negro to win the Rhodes Scholarship, says
For generations in the mind of America, the Negro
has been more of a formula than a human being--a something to be argued about, condemned or defended, to be
"kept down," or "in his place," or "helped up," to be
worried with or worried over, harassed or patronized,
a social bogey or a social burden./
This age is gradually passing as the race ceases to excuse itself on account
of previous conditions of servitude but seeks to find itself and to protest
in an organized, intellectual way against social injustices.

•

The Negro

se'ks not social but reeiel equality, not segregation but rights as a
;neriean citizen.
C.-eat progrese has been made in the life of the race during the twentieth
certuey.

The effectz of the Wor14 War have been most far-reaching and the

rost evident.

Miring this period of world-wide slaughter the Northern indus-

teies were confronted by a scarcity of labor on account of the immigration
ann anl t:, 'eain made by the

1`.

e,ey on the regular supply of workmen.

,italists sent recruiters to the South.

Attracted by the high wages and

the offer of better sociel cenditions, many of the Negro feee
After this Second Iee
States such as Peanryle
Negroes as Kentucky.

ands went North.

the race problem no longer eemined sectional.
a and Illinois soon had more then twice as many

Harlem, a part of New York City, soon had a Negro population

lelain Locke, "The New Negro," The New Y'lEgTO.: An Interpretation, ed. Alain
Locke (New York: Albert and Charles Boni, 1225), p. 3.
,

10
larger than that of any Southern city.

It becane the race's gecca and the

center of sophistication and modernism.

The cleavage between the peasant

and the intellectual type was once again clearly marked.

Booker T. Washing-

tcn, founder of the Tuskegee Institute, -with his principle of training the
race's hands first and letting the cultural development come at a. later period,
was encouraged by the white people, for this system furnished them better workmen.

It has been an. unfortunate precedent.

tinued to oppose this plan.
political e.auality.

V. E. Du Bois and others have con-

They seek recognition through higher education and

Howard University, which stresses the training in fine arts

and in general culture, seehs to apply their principles.

The so-called peasant

Negro is the uneducated, underpaid, unsophisticated workingman, usnPlly living
in the rural district as contracted with the Negro that has had educational
advantage

and has risen above the average status of the race.

This latter

type lives in the more populous Soutern cities or in the Forth. It

is

this

progressive group that has furnished the leaders and that Las carried on the
rnrk of Frederick Douglas and other pioneers -tor social justice.
At the close of the i7orld War there was a check in the advancement of the
The race was unwillinj to retire passively to

Negro. Peace brought trouble.

its old niche or to give up well-pa -in: jobs to envious whites.

The Negro

soldier, who had bravely helped his countrymen to kill innocent white men and
who had loyally fought on in spite ef discriminations against him,
Propaganda caused race riots.

VMS

feared.

Nineteen nineteen, rith•its brutal, senseless

crimes of violence, abetted in the Negro the disillusionment that characterized
the thought and life of the post-war era.
Klan

WES

The re-appearance of the Ku Klux

one of the outcomes of this disgruntled deciefe.

A reaction was inevitelle.
and encouragement.

The race began to organize for mutual protection

It sou -ht leadership in its own mIdst.

Various periodicals

Li.
devoted entirely to the Negro increased in circulctien and new ones
developed,
TLc 't Ho press loyclly sought tc arcuse interert in !Tee
histcry, literEture,
resic, erd art. It centinued the fight for educcticral,
rocial, i:litieel,
ecoromic, erd morel justice. The Crisis, "'he Free-en,
One7tunite, rn0
Libcreter beeelee the rece'r. fcrur rne mar?et-plece

EE

rell as the med'ue of

literery .rcducticer. The rcrld has witnessed the recent
success cf the race
in verieur fieldF cf endeevcr. !Lthcugh it no

receive

less gerertl publicity,

the negro nereirsence, rith its brilliEnt beginnir7 in the
1925-P7'E, is still
In procces.
Penjrmin Brarley says that this retirth began during the Tcr- ci rcr
then
the rrce ceEree to apelogize for being

lEck and more freely exp- reEred its

hereditery traits. Hedcniem, pagenism, end introspectien
deminated the period
fo1lor4ng the rar. The more serious values of life
rere fcrgotter.

The liter-

eture and art reflected the /act, of regErd for ary
eccepted standerde; tt:e
prefercree for scrdld, unpleasant, and forbidden thence; end
the turning awry
frem honest re:2.k.

The outccmc of thi

zzz

ge end the seeecre Cf re7cho-

rnalyris end self-p4ty was the 7lees."2 This Epicure=
attitude tererd life
res superseded by a brief return to restreint and
conservrtism before the final
plunge into the new race-conscioue.css

and race pride.

There are many features of his racial heritage in
rhich the Vegrc may
r:ghtly ta'ea pride. James reldcr Zehrser scys that
through Its emcticnal
eedoreent, criginFlity, and ert4 rt4c conception the !Tee hes methfc-,1r
ccntr4 but4cns to Lmer'can life and culture.

r

These are:

77-'71 Pereley, "The re-re Iitereey :?- .enni

10,-1 1,7;.,
•

-•

4116

felklore

Thernc,"

as

e °-rthcer
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typified by the Uncle Remus stories; folk songs as illustrated by the
spirituals and Labor songs with their hauntinL, melody; the cakewalk; and the
rhythm of the ragtime.5

Folk tradition is becoming the headwaters of inspi-

ration. This growing race pride is in keeping with the recent realistic and
analytic trends of Leerican literature.
In seeking a form freer then dialect yet still racial there has been a
prevalent tendency to employ folk idiom corresponding to the use of the Irish
idiom by Lady Gregory and Synge.

This ner medium has helped the poets to

express the spirit found in the songs that have grown out of the race's life.
Labor sags seek to encourage the wcrkmen as they push and shove, dig and hoe.
They reflect the toil of daily life and are prinitive in mood and rhythm.
Some of the younger poets have caught this folk spirit.

With a eaen psycho-

logical insight they have given a more authentic picture of the average Negro
as he works: in the shops, fields, stockyards, mills, warehouses, and grrvel
pits.

Charles E. Johnson says that the very commonpleceness of the sebjects

Is a pe-t of the 'Back to the concrete' trend.4

In the poetry of the jazz

type the writers have tried to catch the rhythm and mood of the 'blues" with
Incremental repetitions and short descriptions of despair and human pascions.
Both the labor and the jazz poems appeal more to the ear than to the eye and
have as their innovator Vachel Lindsay with his poetry of syncopation.
This idiom is not entirely new, for a varietion of it has appeared in
the pest in the spirituals and in the typical Negro sermons.

The old-time

-James Welen Johnecn, sa. c.,p. viii.
4
Charles S. Johnson, "Jazz Poetry and Blue:," The Carellm Merazine:
)4r-re Peetrv
LVIII
p. 17.

15
preacher was an orator and an actor whose language was a composite of Biblical
English and Negro idiom. He would often fascinate his hearers by the fervency,
rhythmic intonations and almost poetic nature of his speech au he proceeded
to explain the uneraIeinable--find out the undefineble--poncier over the imponderable—and ersceew the inserutable.'5
Religion has played an important part in the life of the race, but its
influence is wanina.6 The Negro still goes to church in large numbers/ for
this institution has reined one of his chief social gatherings despite the
increase of clubs and fraternal crganizations.

although ritualistic churches

have never attracted the Negro very strongly/7 emotionalism has continued to
make an appeal.

Even Harlem has its Father Divine, but there is a very

decided tendency at „resent for the Negro to doubt the value of religion. He
hee

n it fail during slave days to create mercy in his master.

He has seen

the work of the Freedmen's Bureau and of other reconstruction agents en:3one.
He has ritnesEed horrible lynchinge; he has undergone social and political
injustices.

The intellectuals are seeking a refuge in their pagan heritage.

The grorta in race pride has accLe.eted this influence of the jungle. It is
7•e appreciation of native art and of the freedom of the seveL:e ena net the
ne and voodooisn that charms the modern Negro.
f the Negro is racial.

As Alain Locke points out, only

twenty of the to heei-ed poetir in Carolina Dusk are non-racial in theme,
adioa, and allusion. By his •2eass4.
poetry of a grorina h!_storica.

_,21 poetry of derived emotional colorese of a separate culteral tradition/

rJames valdce Johnson. Ce7:'e ""neaanes:
(Ner York: The Viking Prees, 1927)0 p. E.

Seven Neare Seraenr ;;,3. Laud-

&
Cf. Carter Codran fooasen, lifLe birtere .2f, ILL
D. C. : The Lesociated Publishers/ 1P21).

petro churel (rat:hi:triton,

7
Ner:TaiLaaaal".areany (V&
Carte: Gooran roodron,
cc
.
lee.,
Fulishera,
The Arsecietea

-ton,P. C. t

14
poetry of person41 expression in which- the racial situations induce a
spiritual reaction and a particular philosophy of life, and poetry of social
protest, exhortation, and propaganda are as mush racial as poetry in dialect
or idiom.
Conditions of modern life make it almost impossible for the Negro to
forget that he belongs to a despised class. In spite of his boasts, he still
finds himself confined by limitations that time alone can remove.

The gift

of laughter and of song has enabled him to endure generations of be dships.
It will help him to carry on until some medium is found for his literary
emancipation.

Countee Cullen is rather discouraging in this matter, for he

thinks Negro poetry in the sense of a definite type of poetry must come from
some other country and in some other langeege.

He says that the American

Negro writers reflect the same tendencies as the white ones,

The conserva-

tives, the middlers, and the arch-heretics are to be fonnqi in both groups.8

8Ger.ollr:7 Dusk, ed. Countee Cullen (New York:
p• xi.

Harper and Brothers, 1927),

CHL. _el! III
THE TFANEITIONLL POETS

Midway between the Dunbar traditicn and the modern race-consciousness
stands James Walden Johnson, one of the most distinguished Negroes in
America.

rith hill es conservatives belcng William Edward Burghardt Du Bois,

Yi/liam St n3ey Braithwaite, Leslie Pinckney Hill, and a nu=locr of women
writers.
Johnson's life has been so rull cf interesting and noteworthy events
that it is possible to mention only a few of the facts which he has given in
his autobiography !ler:, This ra-c-.

He

WES

born in Jacksonville, Florida, in

1871. His home life was exceedingly pleasant, for his parents were admirable,
stalwart charecters who held the respect of other pecple.

After attending

the public schools of his home town, Johnson received his Vaster of Irts'in
1904 from AtlamtE Unf.vers3ty and later did several years of advanced work at
Cclumbia.

Before practicing law, he. taught and supervised schocls.

collaborated wit

Be also

his brother FoQsmend in writing songs and in collecting

Negro spirituals.
He has held various offices.
during the revolution there.

He was in consular c.ervice in Nicaragua

For many years he has been the efficient secre-

tary of the National Lsscciation for the Advancement of Colored People.

In

addition to his o7fo,er offices he is at present s professor at risk University.
Johnson deserves recognition for his various abilities. He is a scholar, a
gentleman, a friend of mr‘nkind, and a poet.
In the fiEld of crestve literature Johnson's reputEticn rests princi

/Ty

on a series of Negro sermons in verse. Ei first rsccgrition es a. poet, hot.ever, csne in 1515 with a poem in commeworatien of the Emancipaticn Proclamation
rt•
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entitled "Fifty Years." In it he shows no bitterness; he urges his race to
remember thnt it Is part of a great plan and that its sufferings rill not come
to naught.

He encourages continued loyalty to the flag, saying
This land is
This land
We helped to
Our sweat

ours by right of birth,
ir curs by right of tcil;
turn its virgin earth, ,
is in its fruitful soil.'

In reality his writings typify varicus trends in Negro poetry.

In

Fifty Years and Other Poens (1917) and in Saint Peter Relates an Incident
and Other Poems (1255), he includes jingles Pr14 croons. The titles of some
of the selections indicate their general nature--"Nobody's Lookin But de Owl
and de Yoon," "July in Georgy," "Brer Rabbit Ycu's de Cute& of 'Em All,"
"A Banjo Song," and "Pcssum Bong."

These are humorous and witty with an

occasicnal touch of the sentimental. Several glvo advice. "A Plartaticm
...acchana1"2 says to bury troubles in "ole corn juice;" "Tunk"3 is a lecture
on education by a grandfather who points out that it is "ignunce" that keens
the Negro dcrn; and "Answer to Prayer" leaves the lesson that, after all,
answers to prayers are two—thirds work.

If one wants a turkey for Chrietnas,

he must go after it.
"r,awd ren' ne to a turkey." I kno dat prah wasriELt,
Ln' it was sholy answer'd. I got de bird dat night.4
Jchnson is neither antagonistic nor mute in respect to race relations
and through his fine character has helped to elevate the Negro.

He is capable

of satire as exhibited in "Saint Peter Relates an Incident of the Resurrection

James reldon Janson, "Fifty Years," F4ftv Years and Other Poens
(Boston: The Cornhill Company, 1217), p. 94.
4.TEFES relecn Johnsen, Scin Ptter Eelrter ar
73-74.
(New York: The Viking Press, 19B5),
1•/ P 1-110
1-, P- 80.
4.11L1.

se.t.e

"
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Day," a clever poem on the feeling of superiority of the white race.5 It
relates the confusion that would be aroused if on judgment dey the Unknown
Soldier were found to be a Negro. "The Greatest of These is War" is a satire
cn war.

Satan is at the council-board of hell surrounded by Famine, Pesti-

lence, and War.

The last is judged to be the greatest for the others arouse

love end brotherhood to combat them while War

C611

boast

But I arouse in Man tc.
, demon and the brute,
I plant black hatred in his heart and red revenge.6
*Brother" gives the agony of a lynching, showing the heertlessness cf
lah.bs.

The reader almost hears the cries of the sufferer and the crackling of

the fire.
He squirms! He graene! His eyes bulge wildly out,
Searching around in vein appeal for help!
Lnother shriek, the last!, Watch how the flesh
Grows crisp and hangs....'
Horror is added to these gruesome details by the crotedis takinz parts of the
body as souvenirs.

The lynchers are disturbed by the dylng_manis remark--

"Brothers in spirit, brothers in deed are Ae." As the poem "0 SouthlenA"
shows, he is not hostile to the south but points out how it can help the Negro.
Strange to say, there is no bitterness expressed by the poet. He does

not

try

, force his race on the world or ,„ con:mel its faults; his stand is a frank
_71d an hor-

"- ene.

Job*
*Girl of Fi

so written -jler poetry of merit, such as

The Suicide,*

n and a series cf descriptive poe-s in free verse entitled

"Down by the Cerib Sea."
the Negro Renaissance.

5Ibid., pp. 13-22.
6Ibid. p. g5.
7
nsid., D. f'1.

His anthe

In his ur

published in 1922 gave an impetus to
--"Ims and his skill in techni.._lue plus
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is typical of the New
his detachment from propaganda, revolt, and apology he
Negro.
in keeping with the
Johnson's use of folk tradition In fisda T/'-oml..nnes is
of the old-fashioned
tendencies in Negro poetry. Inspired by hearing one
varying tempos and rith
preachers, ie has sought to reproduce the effect with
variation in length of lines.

Of these seven polyrhythmic sermons with their

sive and is the one
figurative language "The Creation" is the most impres
usually quoted.

of loneliness.
It shows God as possessLn: the human feelir.,

light about in his hands until
It is rich in figures, such as God's rolling the
He makes the sun.
And God stepped out on space,
And He looked around and said,
"I'm lonely-I'll make me a world."
•

•

•

Then God smiled,
And the 1 7 i-21t broke,
And the darkness rolled up one side,
And the lirht stood shinin7 on the other,
Lnd God sid, "that's good:"
•

•

•

Then God walked around,
And God looked around
On all that He had made.
He looked on His sun,
Anf. He looked on His Taoon,
And He looked on His little stars;
He looked on His world
7;it:4 all Its living things,
And God said, "I'm lnnely stil1."8
meritorious.
"Go Lo,:n Death," a funeral sermon, to also

The other sermons are

Prodigal Son," "The Crucifl=lon,"
"NoLh Euilt the Ark," "Let My People Go," "The
smr "The Judgment Dcy."

They have not only the rl!ythm and sentiment of the

21.
eJarg,.s Weldon Johnson, God's Troczones, pp. 12,

4S
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spiritaals but also the same titles in some instances. Salient events in
Biblical history are teken with this theme reiterated:
These poeus are an excellent examele of
heritage.

repent, you :inners.

at the Negro can do with his folk

In "0 Black and Mak:I:en Bards" he praises the unknown black slaves

who first sang the spirituals and who preserved this phase of their religious
life.
The multiplicity of his duties prevents Johnson's speneiee much time in
cultivating prosody; but he has written some fair sonnets, such as 'other
Night,' "To Horace Bumstead," and "My City." "Teeetay," 'Los Cigarrillos,"
and a few other poems show Speeish influence. Johnson's career and the philosophy embodied in his writings belie the idea given in these lines:
Life
Out of the infinite sea of eternity
To climb, and for an instant stand
Upon an island speck of time.
From the impassible peace of the darkness
To wake, and blink at the garish light,
Through one short space of fretfulness.
Two poets whe have greater recognition in other fields are W. E. Burgherdt
Du Bois (1863- ) with his prose peetry and poetic prose and rilliem Stanley
Braithwaite (1676- ) with his artistic rysticism.
Du Bois

WRS

".t. Litany of Atlanta" by

written upon the occasion of a lynching in Atlanta.

It is a series

of prayers asking deliverance and protection from conditions for which others
are responsible. His book "Mee Soul cf the Black Fcl!e with its polyphonic press
is as poetic as hie verse.

These are a few liner, f'rem the poem,:

A city lay in travail, God our Lcrd, and from her
loins serang twin Murder and Black Hate. Red was the
midnight; clang, crack and cry of death and fury filled

Johnson, "Life7 Sa'nt Peter Felates an Ircident and Other Poee,, p. 59.

the air and trembled
underneath the stars
when
church spires pointed
silently to Thee.
And all this was
to state the freed of
greedy men rho hide
behind the veil
of veegeancele°
Du Bois is a historia
n rather than a poet
, and as editor of
The Crisis since
1910 he has done va
luable service thr, ee
h his encouragement
of oteer writers.
Braithwaite is better
known as a critic an
d compiler, but he ha
s also
rritten two volume
s of poetry: Lyrics
of Life and Love (1
904) and The House
of Faiiin. Leaves
(1908), both of which
are now out of print.
Benjaain Brewley divides Braithwa
ite's poems into thre
e divisions. The fi
rst, as represented by his early i
)Jems, is a series
of short lyrics with
the 4enderness and
yearning of the olde
r poets, such as "T
he Watchers," writte
n in the spirit of
Kingsley's "The Thre
e Fishers." These
lines are taken from
it:
Two women on the lone
wet strand-(The wind's out with
a will to roam)
The waves wage war on
rocks and sand,
(And a ship is long
due home.)
The second division,
continnes Erawley, is
the change resulting
from an improvement in technique in
the Pre-Rephaelite
spirit of rhythm and
imagery.
thin," "Rye Bread,"
and "Del Cescar" ar
e examples. The thir
d note to creep
into his verse is my
sticism as found in
the Sandy Star seri
es. -1 "Sculpture
Vork" tells how grie
f in giving up rhet
he has loved froze hi
s heart. "Laughing It Out" shows th
at laughing away the
doubt of life's real
ity and romance
gives others more
faith;
to
reiterates the idea th
at there is one jour
ney
we all make alone.
"Onus Probandi" give
s the reader a. conc
eption of this lost
spirit, Sandy Star.

B. Du Eels, "A Lita
ny of Atlanta," The
Book of Imerfcan Pegr
50-51.
e
Benjamin Braley,
Negro in Literature and
and Company, 1930),
1..rt (Nev Ycrk:
pp. 92-2n.

Duffield
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No more from out the sunset,
No more across the foam,
No more across the windy hills
rill Sandy Star come home.
He went away to reach it
with a curse upon his tongue;
And in his hand the staff of lif,
Made music as it swung.
I wonder if he found it,
Am.d knows tLc: mystery now-Our Sandy Star who went arrly
19
With the secret on his brow.

4.

Leslie Pinckney Hill (1880- ) is a teacher an

a. poet.

He divides his

people,
volume, The Wines of Oppression (1921), into songs and poems of his
etermiastion"
of the times, of appreciation, and of the spirit. In "Self-D
he gives the philosophy of the American Negro:

We will not hate, we will

tools,
not cease to laugh and multiply, we rill not use the ancient cLrnal
we will not waver in our loyalty. -5

Tousaint L'Ourerture (1926) is a long

ambitious work in which. Hill praises this hero of hi race.
Charles Bertram Johnsan (1860-

), a minister, is author of Sons of

ional verse; he too
gz People (1913), which contains both dialect and convent
belongs to this tansitional croap.
w7thin this cl...sfietion:
'Ater, Jr.

Roscoe jamiJron, James D. Corrothers, and Joseph

Roscoe Jamison (1686-1919) is remembered for one poem, "The
.r=- -:es D. Corrothers (1869-1919) wrote verse in the

S.olc

. literazT
poe

T

--•
• Fowtr,

3

Three men who died in 1919 also fall

'.1ish.

two

Patience is the lesson that his

1€3.

Aar Stanley BraithwLife
C2.

Probandi," The Bock of Lmerican NeKro,

, Pinckney Hill, "Self-Determination," .-13Les-ie
(Boston: The Stmtford Companr, 1221), pp. 31-52.
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95-1219) expresses in
Joseph S. Cotter, Jr. (18
The young Kentucky Negro,
so often characterweariness, and lon.:ing that
s,
nes
ive
sit
sen
the
try
his poe
y of slowly
Fortitude against the realit
d.
ali
inv
an
of
gs
tin
wri
ise the
verse a depth
world of the 1,-ind give his
the
o
int
ape
esc
and
th
den
ng
approachi
ings on the r-see
poetry is not free from ponder
and an effectiveness. His
a logical, calm
ro's pride in his blood. In
problem but voices the New Neg
What Shll
lienging questions in "Lnd
manner are expounded some chp
"
and "Is It Beceuse I An Black?
ak,
Why do men smile when I spe
And epli my speech
The whimpering of a babe
t it wants?
That cries but knows not wha
Is it because I an ble.e:?
Why do men sneer rhen I arise
Lnd stand in their council,
Lnd look then eye to eye,,
Is it because I am black?1-4
Little arlvio.,
s on the yoling poet, as "0
The World War left its impres
e. Th_?. former
t to Necro Soldiers" illustrat
Play cn Your Harp!' an: "Sonne
ical of the scourgof the war-torn world is typ
points out that the condition
that they dare to be
ck folk whose only crime is
bla
the
of
d
lan
ry
eve
in
ing
a note of peace and
e lyrics, towever, there is
tiv
jec
sub
his
of
t
mos
In
men.
faith.
He grew up in a literal--;

Joseph S. Cotter,
atmosphere, for his father

cher.
Sr. is also a poet and a tea

UniversLI:-, but
Youn,:- Cotter entered Fisk

to stop school.
tuberculosis soon forced him

rs of
He spent the last six yea

d of
ersia. It is for "The han
Writing became his chief div
men rape their sc:_ls for
wn. This poem states hor.
Gidecin" that he is best kno

his life in bed.

It Bectuse I Am
.oseph S. Cotter, Jr., "I:.
p. 14.
ue Ccrohill Cor?any, 291),
and OtLer L7rice (BoEtr:r.:

lk•

cCidfc,n
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the world's good name and mock God with reason,
but the band of Gideon will
punish them for their blasp:_ery.
Most of the women either in matter of time of
their literary producticn
or in the nature of their poetry belong to this
middle period, this age of
adolescence. Georgia Douglas Johnson (186
6- ) is conventional in form and
thought, not seeking to hide her emotions.

Her short sentimental lyrics

found in The Heart of e Women (1916) are simil
ar to those of Sara Teaseele.
They show the effect of love and beauty and give
a simple philosophy of life.
Roses after rain,
Plearure after
in,
Happiness will soothe the sigh,
Sniles await the tear-dimleed eye-Bloom will follow blight,
Daylight trails the nignt,
Life is sweeter
Love is deeper
In the heart's twilight:15
Miss Johnson is much admired by her race.

One noticeable characteristic is

her freedom from racial verse; her appeal is
a universal one. Breeze (1922)
and An Autumn Lcve Cycle (1928) are additional
volumes of her lyrics.
Leine Spencer (188r- ) and Llice Dunbar Nelsen
(1875- ) have lealished
so little thet it is impossible to evaluate their
writings. Lngelina Weld
Grinke (1880- ),the eethor cf the three-act drama
Rechel (1921), has written
sore fair verse. Jessie Fausset writes poetr
y in the classical French and
English forms, fcr which she has a good found
ation..

She has her Master of Lrts

from the University of Pennsylvania, is a member
of Phi Feta Kap:la, has traveled
in France, and has taught Latin and FT-erch for a numbe
r cf years. Love and
life fascinate her.
The secnnd phase of the tranriticnal period repre
f,ents the mere rebellious
lc
--Gecrgia Douglas Johneon, "Recompense,
The Cornhill Company, 11.'18), p. 45.

eartef a Fee.-ar, (Boctont
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side of this adolescent literature.

The poets swing to protest and race glori-

ficetion, joining the leftists after a short lingerinz with the coeventional
forms. The ncte of univereality is often submerged but not entirely drowned.
Free verse is prevalent but not entirely dominant.
Fentcn Johnson (1858- ) is almost forgotten, for he has published very
little poetry since 1916.

He was the first Negro poet of any distinction to

employ free verse and. was the first to be boldly radical. In A 1,itt1e Dream=(1912), Visions of he Duek (191E), and So

of the Soil (191e) he expresses

disillusionment and bitterness. His free verse is not as poetic as ti-Pt of later
poets, but his word-portraits of "Dunbaresque" chPracters are impressive.

He

fcreehadows the modern school of verse in his return to the soil for inspiration.
An example of his intense bitterness is "Tired."

The pessimistic phil-

osophy thPt is expressed seems universal in its aflication to the attitude of
all cver-rcrked serfs of the rand. It reeds more like prose than poetry.
4

These are some lines from it:
I um tired of work; I an tired of building up somebody else's
civilization,
Let us take e rest, 1.1'Lissy Jane. .
Throw the children into the river; civilization has e'ven
us too many. It is better to die than it is to grow up
.and find out that you are colored.
Pluck the stars out of the heavens. The stars mark our
dertiny. The stars marked my destiny.
I am tired of civilization.16
"The Plaint of the Factory Child," "Rome Is Dying," "illere is Fame?," and
"The Mulatto's Song" are in the same general mood.

It eeeme strange to Lear

words like these coming free- his pen:

1CFenton Johnson, "Tired," ,Einrers
Ihtt Dawn, ed., Robert E. Eleager
(ftlante: Conferece en Educeticn an Face Relaticnc, 19b4), pp. 9-10.

•
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God is in the infant's creeping,
God is in the old man'si gleeping,
Gcd I:: in the

In the st-T.e vclume be include

some dialect verse such as "Uch

mmy,"

"Mercy's Honey Boy," "Kieteh Witch," "In
de Beulahlan'," and "Kelindv."
His references to his mother reveel that
he has e heart capable of love. In
the vivid picture "The Banjo Player" he
departs from the plantation tradition,
often being very ironictl. His race
-ccreciousness with its protest and
glorificction and his use of irony fcre
shador the leter poets.
Claude McKay (1890- ) is also a poet
of pretest and bitterness. He is
a rebel by birth, for his ancestral
tribe had been brought to Je-ee'ca as a
group efter they had srorn to kill
tlemselves if separated)-8 His life and
milieu have greatly influenced his
poetry. He writes of old scenes, cf boyhood memories, of personal experiences.
Scree ef Jenelee (1911 or 1912),which
is now cut of print, was inspired by the
life in the West Indies. This volume
won for him the mean' of the Institut
e of Arts and Science. This wee the
first time it was given to a Negro. McKa
y also was the first to write in the
netive dialect. His experiences as
a e-nstable are given in Cenctebelary
Bellads (1912).
The poet's education has been more voce
ticnal than academic although he
recei
eome guiciance fror his brother, a free
thinker. He had a scholarship at t
elent trade school but gave it up. In
1212 he care to the
United Les with the intention
with the Tee Institute, he

ing scientific farmiec.

Displeased

e Agriculture College of KaLsts
for

Fenton Johnson, "The All-Time," 1_ Litt
le DreEmirr (Chiceco:
son Linotypire Cc., 195),
P.
"Cla
ude WcKay, Ferlee Shadern (her York:
1922), introduction by Mae Eertner, ee

The Peter-

Hz -curt, Brace End Compcnr,
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two years.

Harlem was his next destination. Here he had a short flurry of

high-life; but with the depletion of his funds by this life and by a bad
business investment, he sought a livelihood in an array of menial jobs in
hotels, cafes, and warehouses.

Through his friend Wax Eastman, he was con-

nected rith severel of the more radical periodicals.

He traveled in Europe,

living a year in London, where Sprine in New Hampshire was published

in 1920.

Two years Later appeared Harlem Shadows.
As he had never taken out

In 1922 McKay followed Max Eastman to Russia.

his citizenship papers, he was forced to remain in Europe because of the new
expatriation laws.

Most of these years were spent in France, where he en-

joyed the racial freedom given there.
••

The fact that he was classified with

the communistic aliens did not increase his love for the United States.
McKay is both a universal and a racial poet.

At times he uses accepted

poetic forms and expresses universal emetions while on other occasions he
exults in his race and protests against injustices.
often dramatic, sensuous, and defiant.

As a racial poet he is

At times he is even doggerel.

His

nestaigia is almost maekish in one who refuses to whine and to beg for mercy
for his race.
McKay first attracted attention in this country by the appearance in
1917 of his poem "The Harlem Dancer," which he wrote under the pen-name of
Eli Edwards.
Applauding youths laughed with young prostitutes
And watched her perfect, belf-clothed body swey;
Her voice was like the sound of blended flutes
Blom by black players upon a picnic day.
She sang and danced on gracefully and calm,
The light gauze hanging loose about her fore;
To me she seemed a prouely-swaying palm
Grorn lovelier for passing through a storm.
Upon her swarthy neck bLace curls
Luxuriant fell; and tossing coins in praise,
The wine-flushee, bole-eyee boys, and even the girls,
Devoured her shape with eager, passionate gaze;

But looking at her falsely-smiling face,
I kner her self res not in that strange p1ace.19
This poen called forth much ccndemen by the supersensitive Puritanic
souls, for McKay is as frank as Srinburne. He does not conceel his sensuality.
He exults in the feel, touch, and sight of life and nntere as in "7inter in
the Country." He hates to lerve this paradise for his barren, dirty basement room." "A Red Flower," "Flirtation," "Polarity," "Fleece of Love," and
"Tormented" are love lyrics stressing the sensuous sI_de.
The poet is outspoken in his defiance of social injustices.

Just as

James Weldon Johnson in "Brothers" gives a realistic picture, so dces McZay
in "The Lynching." Here are some ironical lines from it.
Day dawned, and soon the mixed crowds came to view
The ghastly body swayire in the sun;
The women thronged to look, but never a one
Shored sorrow in her eyes of steely blue,
And little lads, lynchers that were to be,
Danced roune t-ne dreadful thing in fiendish glee.21
In 2919 with stirring verse he urged his race to assuee a fighing
attitude.

His sonnet "If We Must Die" is a call to battle.
If we =est die, lel, it not be like hogs
Hunted end penntel in Pn in,;lerioun spot,
Mile round us berk the mad and hunzry dogs,
Vekinz their mocks of me accursed let.
If ee must die, 0 let us nobly die,
So that cur precious blood m!,y not be shed
In vein; then even the monsters we defy
Shall be constrained to honor us though deadI
0 kinsmen: we curt meet the common foes
Though far outnumbered let us show us breve,
And for their thousand blows deal one detthblowt
Whet though before us lies the open grave?

19VcKey, 07. Cit.,
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pagk,
Like men re,11 face t1::: mul.derou::, cowardly
-2
backt
ting
figh
but
g,
Pressed to the wall, dyin
ing but in Harlem.
He shows the Negro not in the Southern sett

He speaks

Shadows" is a phase cf his humar 4frankly. The sympethy he shows in "Harlem
of his people.
'earian spirit. He is not bl1nr7 to the needs
hed wey
III stern harsh world, that in the wretc
Of poverty, dishonor and disgrace,
,
Has pushed the timid little feet of cley
!
ow
race
fell
my
cf
feet
n
brow
d
The sacre
feet
y
wear
y
wear
the
me,
Lh, heart of
In Harlem wandering from street to street.23
He is mutinous.
The poet feels deeply. He hates violently.

At times his

white race and. what it has done
heart is rick with hate, especially for the
to the Negro.

cannot escspo.
As he says in the sonnet "In Bondage" he
But I am bound with you in your mean graves,
s.24
0 black men, simple slaves of ruthless clave

re for tha white man's 7-7.1. to
In the sonnet "Enslaved" he expresses a de:i
be destroyed.
,
Let it be srallored up in earth's vast womb
,
e
smok
.1
ficie
sacri
Or upword roll as
To liberate my people from its yoke.45
He feels an outcasL, born out of time.

Something in him has been lost,

see vital thing has gene out of his heart:16

He finds words too weak to

ough America feeds him "bread
render his hate, they are too tender.27 Alth
ath of life," he still loves "this
of bitterness," tears him, eteals his "bre

22±bid., p. 55.
23T1-1 d., F. 22.
24e1,;e

n

"

25,1.4;
26"th:tease," ib4d., p.
-d I Love to FiT,"
27"0 Ire,

p. 65.

cul-Lred hell." Her vigor helps
him tc resist her hate; her bign
ess sweeps
r.wey; yet he is not afraid, nor
2oes he jeer or show malice for
he sees
ehead.
And see her might and granite
wonders there,
Benerth the touch of Time's uner
ring hand,
Like :ricLless treasures sinking
in the sand.29
Such an attitude would *certain
ly not produce a very happy or forg
iving personality. There is certainly no admi
ssion of inferiority or supplica
tion here.
Nei York is not a Mecca to him.
He resents its heartlessness and
hates
the desolation of life there.29
He sees it through the eyes of a
tired
worker. It has no beauty.30 Inst
ead of an air of freshness and
E new lease
on life, darn brings reariness
and loneliness. Even the "crazy,
lary cars"
seem tired.31 McKay turns to
Africa for comfort.32 An old wine
seems to
have intoxicated him." He e::resses a desire to go bac.-- to tLi'rem
exnce his race ca-e." The se:r
ch for inspiration in this anci
ent heritage
is characteristic of the new grou
p of Negro writers.
!!cKey is not always defiant. ”Uc
h of his poetry expresses a lonE
:ing for
the Scuth Seas and is full of trop
IcIll sounds, colors, tnd emot
ions. It is
musical and technically exact, espe
cially 'n the sonnet form. The
artist in
him is parame-unt exce4 mhen his
decry: of race injustice over
shadows the
his verse. Braithwaite snyw,
•••••••••.-.

2EsnAm.

p. 6.

29"The thite City," ibid., .
p
r0"The Tired Forker,"
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151"1-T1,
*7 r.ewn Ccmes to the
-"Dshortation:

Summer, lS19,"

p. el.
p. rn.

a Pr'mitire Canoe," Ible;, p.
M.
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is interzpersed
with such lovely
lyrics that it n rk:
the author not only
as
a vivid
personality but also as a
poetic lover of the
South. Too:ner is aware
of the chotic rurld about him, but
he does not
whimper. He seeks to
understtnd mankind by
scientifically studying his own
psychology. He says, "I an.
7.hrt I am and whet I
may become I am
trying to find out."48
re .as born in
Washington, D. C., in 1894
and rEs educated
there and In
ew York City. He
has traveled
extensively over the United
States in his'
career ES a writer of
s:cetches, poems, sort
stories, and critical
reviews.
He too seeks
inspiration in his folk
Leritage; he wants to sing
of it before
time has destro:ed
it.
In tine, for though
the sun is setting
A song-lit rrce of
on
slaves, it has n:t set;
Though late, 0 soil,
it is not too late
To catch thy
yet
plaintive soul, leaving,
soon gone,
Leaving, to catch thy
plaintive soul soon
gone."49
Toaaer turns to the
South in "Georgia
Dusk" and "Cotton
Song." TLe 2.c.tt.er
is a work song in
rhich God, cotton, and
the judgment day
are all mixed. In
"Georgia Dusk" he seeks
to catch the
sounds of the uar=ill
.and of tl,c fc
At times the
alliteration is too heaVy.
0 singers, resinous
and soft your
songs
Above the sacred
whisper of the
pines,..."
The . c(_t is
modern also in his
phraseology, freedcm from
Jloraliming, end
clear-cut izages.
Black reapers with the
SOUE(1 of steel on
Are sharpening
scythes.
I see them .place stones,
In 1-2!e4r hip
the hcnes
-pockets as a thinr: thot4
L acne,
And start their
sileLt mincing, one by
one.
48Zuoted by Corham
B. 7'unrcn, "The
Eir,,4f4 cEnee of Jer.r1
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Blacic horses drive c•zoi.er thro
ugh the weeds,
•
And there, a field rat, startled
, s2ut%ling bleeds,
His belly close to ground. I see
the blade,
r,
Elood-ctnined, continue cuttinL
reeds end shade."'
Toomer is also modern in thought
and form.
Hair-silver-grey,
like streaas of stars,
Prows-recurved canoes
quivered by the ripples blown
by pain,
Her eyes-mist of tears
condensing on the flesh belar
And her channeled muscles
are cluster grapes of sorrow
purple in the evenirr, ran
nerrly ripe for worms.52
The world has yet to hear a sust
ained-song from this poet, but
through
the the and style of his rri
tings, he forms the firm'',lir±
betreen the lyrics
of Dunbar and the poliqhed,
conservative poetry of Cullen,
between the dialect
tradition and the idiom of Hug
hes, b.?tween race-subordinatio
n and race glorification.

rRecacrs,"

p. 94.
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CHAPS= IV
•

TIT POETS OF THE P!ST DECLDE (1925-1935)

The a?ogee of Negro )octry of the past ten yeers (192E-193E) is reached
in the poetic preductions of Countee Cellen, whcse vritince excell in guare4 ty and in technique these of his centemeoraries.

Collen was born in New

Yee.% in 1903 and VhS reared by his foster parents in the conservative and
religious atmosphere of the Selem L:ethodist Church parsonage.

He hes a

Lester of Lrts Degree from Hervrel and ic a member of Ph4 Beta Heppe.

In

recent years he has been connected with the editorial department of 0 --rCullents peescnality is an intricate part of his

etry. :

odeet

concerning his literary talent, saying that he is amazed that Ced wceld let
a black

an sing; he te:ees his task seriously.

he loves freedom.

He is conservative, but still

The torld cannot 1:ecp him captive; he veal net cenflee

himself to the eseal regro subjects and dialect.

His desire to cercr his

hurts with an air of indifference and his zest for life and love are mingled
with uncertainty, erudition, and a withdrawal from the cuter werld.

Death

does not worry hie, for he believes the ke7 to happiness lies within the
individual.

He dcez not understand the commonalty, for he has never mixed

with peeple. He appeals to the intelligentsia.

It is his desire to be re-

merebered as a poet and not as a Negro poet. His themes, hotever, are racial.
Cr. a

rter occes4 on he gives this explanat4.en:L nueler of tiees I have said I vented to he
a peet eed known EC such and not as a regeo poet.
Somehow or other, hoverer, I find my peetry of
Itself treating of the Negro, cf hi: jeyn and his
ecrece---lestly f the latter--.n& of the height ane deeth
of eeeticne rhich I feel as a Neere.'

1Falil W. .P.711/CCk
7 1.^

1927), p. 31.

of' •

-

(New Yeee:

Lssocfeted Peess,

Then, tZos he Las never escaped fron the coeflicting influences of paganism
end Ccrieticnity; of the s:vage and the self-conecieue civilized man.
The conflict in the Negro betreen his distant pest ard his present
environment is Given in "Fcritage.”

The spell of the junglo still heunts

be has to fight to remain civilized. Hi probes his soul but can find
no rent frcm the tantalizing pulsation of this primitive Africa, the storybook lend of bats, beasts, and vipers.

He tries to apply reason but ends in

giving God traits of heathen gods, humanizing Him, rekir,: Hin a bleckmen's
God. The couplets with their run-en lines, swinging rhythm, descriptions,
and metaphors add to the effectiveness.
Eo I lie, who find no peace
Night or day, no slight release
From the unremittEnt beat
11acle by cruel pedeed feet
7:alkine through my body's street.
•

• •

Quaint, curandish heathen gods
Flack men fashion cut of rods,
Clay, and brittle bits of stone,
In c likeness like their cvn.
7.7y eenversien cze4e hieh.e.,oriced;
I helong to Jesus Christ,
Preccher cf humanity.
FeetLen gods are naught to r:e.2
Tc rather :Lenz poem "Elack Christ" jives a deemetic picture cf the
struggle of the Negro to accept conditions. It is the story of Jire, a ;:cung
Negro rho is lynehed fcr another man's crime but who retures to life and
becomee, in his brother's grief-torn mind, one and the sane rit: Ceriet. Jim
is the type thet is =Tilling to ecnsent 1.eiseively to the .e:eite een's lews
or to accept blinly his mother's ralirion. The imegery is very vivid,

"reritege," Clr (Fee'
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An Incident
Once riding in old Baltimore,
Heart-filled, heart-filled with glee,
I saw a Baltimorean
Keep looking straight at me.
Now I was eight and very smPll,
And he was no whit bigger,
And so I smiled, but he poked out
His tongue and called me "Nigger."
I saw the whole of Baltimore
From May until Lecember,
Of all the things that happened there
That's all that I can remember.10
The poem "The Shroud of Color" holds the essence of tragedy too.
poet tells God he cannot bear to live and remain a Negro.

In this the

Even God's plead-

ing falls to convince him that he has a niche to fill until
The cries cf all cierk people near or far
Were billowed over me, a mighty surge
Of suffering in which my puny grief must merge
And lose itself; ...
Right glad I was to stoop to what I once had spurned,
Glad even unto tears; I laughed aloud; I tArned
Upon my back, and though the tears for joy would run
Ly eight was clear; I looked and ear the rising sun.11
In "Pagan Prayer" he challenges God to redeem Himself by retrieving the
rae, whi!:h has been treated so long as "baste-to kin."
remains

The poet himself

gran at heart. -2 "The Litany of the Dark People" expresses a faith

that endures

?crsecutions.

theme as Blak

The last stArmA has somewhat the same

Little Black Boy."
And if we hunaer now es
Grant our withholders

•••••••••••••••111.1.

1°Ibid., p. 15.
llIbie., p. 21.
12loid., p.
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1

nem heaven's constellations bu:'et
Upon Thy crorning day,
Be fed by us and given to see
Thy mercy in our eyes,
When Bethlehem and Calvary
Ere merged in Paradise.13

-

Cullen is still adolescent in his overuse of the love motif.

His love

lyrics are often trite and mawkish. His own unfortunate marriage has left
him bitter and disillusioned.

Faith in hanwnity seems to have been destroyed.

You were the path I had to take
To find that all
That lay behind its loops and bends
Was a bare blank wall.
•

•

•

That :fours was no slight role, my dear,
Be well content;
Not everyone is blessed to be
Wisaom's instrument.14
This same irony is echoed in "The Spark," "En Passant," and "To One Who Was
Cruel."

Love is wormwood but, he adds defiantly, hearts heal easily.lb

He

laughs sardonically at himself.
In addition to the dark mood caused by the loss of love Cullen also
writes of the almost pagan self-abandonment of passion and youth.

Enjoy love

and life now, do not deaden its short span and emotions by morals--this is
his advice.

He has seen too many Let love go by while dreaming of it.16

Cullen seeks to see beyond his personal troubles and the woes of his

13Cullen, Copper Sun (New York:

Harper and Brothers, 1927),

14.

14"In Memoriam,"
ibid., p. 27.
15"A Song No Uentleman Would Sing to Any Lady," Black Christ and Other.
Poems, p. 37.
16
"Love's Way," Copper Sun, p. 46.
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race.

The fatalism of post-war writers seems to be
the dominant note in a

vast number of his shorter poems.
in ft zoo.

Men to him are little more than erlimAls

The cages are a little larger, that is all.
Who is most rretched, these caged ones, or we
Caught in a vastness beyoni OUT sight to see?1
7

He ends his first published volume Color with
this poe:1:
I am for sleeping and forgetting
All that has gone before;
I am for lying still and letting
Who will beat at my door;
I would my life's cold sun were setting
To rise for me no more.16
Young as he is, Cullen has turned to thoughts
of death but with a far
more optimistic, or perhaps indifferent, outlo
ok.

He does not fear it as

do the older people.
Here's the difference in our dying:
You go dawdling, we go flying.I9
He has imitated Edgar Lee ;.:asters in the use
of the epitaph as a form of
modern literary expression. Unlike 'aiasters's
his epitaphs do not tell a
story, are much shorter, are not all written
in first person, and are far
fewer in number.

Instead of scorn for the narrow confines of villa
ge life,

they are more universel in application. Some
are for perticalar
such as Dunbar, Conrad, srd Keats; others
are for types:
preacher, the poet.
This is the epitaph for the cynic,
Birth is a crime
All men commit;
Life gives them time

17"Thourhts in a Zoo," ibid.,

42.

18"Re.:uiescam," Cclor, p. 108.
19"Lines to Our Elders," Copper
Sun, P. 65.

the cynic, the

40
To atone for it;
Leath ends the rhyme
Is the price for

,

"ior a Mouthy Woman" is a humorous one.
God and the devil still are wrangling
Which should have her, whice repel;
God wants no discord in his heaven
Satan has enough in he11.21
One that reveals the feeling of superiority in the white race is "For
a Lady I 61o."
She even thinks that up in heaven
Her class lies late and snores,
While poor black cnerubs re at seven
To do celestial chores."
Most of Cullen's epitaphs give different concepts of death rather than
brief autobiographical details as do those of Masters.
is a constant lover;25

To a wanton, death

to the feel it brings equality.24

It proves theories

of both the evolutionist and fundamentalist, for the body returns to dust
and the soul returns to its maker.25
Cullen does not have a rigid moral code but sympathizes with the fallen
and the unfortunate.

He is moved by the girl of the dancing feet who pre-

fers a life with the fallen
sidered a sin.26

ngels in hell to one in which dancing is con—

The poet sees not the customarily despised Juries Iscariot,

but a man who loved Christ so much that, regardless of the everlasting scorn

20"For a Cynic,' Colcr, p. 50.
21Ibid., p. 57.
22Ibid., p. 53.
25"For a Wanton," ibfc:., p. 65.
""For a Fool," lipid., P25"For an Evoluti.onist,"

p• 53.

26"She of the Dano::.ng Feet," jb., p. 89.
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of the world, he was willing to betray Him in order that He might save the
rest of mankind.27
In 1927 Cullen published a slim booklet of eleven pages bearing the title
The Ballad of lila Brown Girl, Ln Old Ballad Retold. it is wrlAten in the
typical ballad measure and with some of the usual figures.
intentionally archaic with such words

4E

The language is

"clegt" and Ptwain."

little to this story of Lord Thomas and Fair

He adds very

nnet; he makes it more a vindi-

cation of his race, the love more sensuous, and the hero's actions less
admtrable.

Unlike the original it/arouses little love or sympathy for any

of the Characters. There is a bluntness or lack of taste that is unpleasant as in the description of Lord Thomas's strangling the trorn girl.
He pulled it till she swooped for pain
And spat a crimson lake;
He pulled it till a somethiN snapped
That was not made to treak.°
After the appearance of this poem, Cullen seems to have "wrapped his
dreams in a silken cloth and laid them away in a box of gold."29

For several

years he spent his time traveling in Europe and working but published no
nor, volumes until The Black Christ and Other Poems (19Z5).
-:re decidedly from racial to inteLaa
The

rt is sorry that he has been idle.

aloae ba
9r.re read

the grief of others.

He has now turned

writing and classical tnemes.
He realizes that one does not live
The "pistons" of his heart function

14e

,a
-/ "Judas Iscarie""
28
Cullen, The Ballad of aho Brown Girl, An Old Ballad Retold (New York:
Harper aral Brother, 1927), p. 9.
29"For a Poet," Goleta a. 45.
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50"Only
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Harper and Brothers, l95b), p. 72.
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His last volume The 2edea and Other Poems (1955) includes a short
reproduction cf Euripides' Medea. Cullen catches the spirit of the Greek
• drama with its choruses, messengers, soliloquies,and unities.
choruses are written in verse.

Only the

The rest is given in eimple,natural prose.

It is not intended to be a translation.
Cullen is not an innovator in verse technique.

"Leaves" represents his

nearest deviation from standard forms.
Trees so soon forget
Little leaves they had
Before,
Knowing spring will let
Them wake, vernal clad
With more;
Trees so son forget.n
The sonnet is a favorite form with him.
Sonnet Dialogue
I to My Soul:
Why this preoccupation, soul, with Death,
This servile genuflexion to the worm,
Yeking the tomb a Mecca where the breath
(Though still it rises vaporous, but firm,
Exdelled fre-2 !ungs still clear and unimpaired,
To plough through nostrils quivering with pride)
Veers in distress and love, as if it oared
Not search a gayer place, and there subside?
My Soul to Me:
Because the worm shall treaa the lion down,
And in the end shall sicken at its feast,
Lnd for a worm of even less renown
Loom as a dread but sehjugatea beast;
Becsuse whatever lives is granted breath ,
But by the grace and sufferance of Death.3‘'
Critics often point out characteristics of --:eats in Cullen's poetry.
There are some points of resemblance.

Cullen cannot refrain from expressing

Gcseer Sun, p7. Se) 86,
.‘ Iseien, The :edea and Other Poe:, n. 95.
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his admiration for beauty, his joy in its charm. Both of them have elements
although the kinship here is closer to

of pantheism in their poetry,
Shelley.

Both are sensitive to the masterful influence of love.

Cullen has

had around him an atmosphere of religious opinion as alien to him as that of
surgery to Keats. Both have abstract metaphysics; both employ figurative language,4the vision-dream motif, ama ..doetic pictures. In both is found the
pagan tendency to live by the senses; in both is an appeal to the imagination.

Cullen

uses

the run-on couplet, which Keats employs so effectively,

and the sonnet, of which Keats is a master.
phereef the pPst and the far away.

Both seek to recreate the atmos-

Their similerity is shown also in their

self-revelation, their unrestrained expression of emotions.
Keats has been one of Cullen's favorite poets.

The poem "To John Keats,

Poet, kt Springtime" contains these lines:
I cannot hold. my ,
,eace, John Keats;
There never was a spring like this;
It is an echo, that repeats
My _est-year's song elle. next year's bliss.

• •/
I cannot hold my peace, John Keats;
I am helpless in the toil
Of Spring as any lamb that bleats
To feel the solid earth recoil
Beneath his puny legs. Spring beats
Her tocsin call to those who love her,
lend lot the dogwood petals cover
Her breast with drifts of snow, and sleek
White gulls fly screaming to her cheeki
•

•

•

"John _:eats is dead," they say, but I
Cho hear your full insistent cry

V7 ,

--oullen, "On Going," Cclor, p. 1051 has the same sentiment as "Thanatopsis" in respect to the oean's becoming a part of nature--e blossom, a
bird's song, food for trees, a rain drop.
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In bud and blossom, leaf and tree,
Know John Keats still writes poetry.5
4
•

•

•

Brawley said in 1927 that Cullen had not
mastered the mechanics of
poetry and that he had an excessive fond
ness for old ballad measures.

He

further added that Color contained
no truth or mood that a reader could
remember and that the lines were hars
h and crowded.35 This was harsh
criticism, but it was spoken by a Negr
o critic of merit. These faults etill
exist in Cullen's latest poetry.
Thurman says that Cullen ignores folk
mat.rials, is academic, is too
steeped in tradition, is stereotyped
in his love lyrics, and is to cidactic
and sentimental in his racial poems.
He thinks the poet is at 14.Ls best when
he writes with the pagan spirit and of
the vivid African pcst.36
No one kmows better than the poet hims
elf of the force of this spirit
of Africa, but he does not capitalize on
it. The dualism in his personality
still shows in his writing. In place
of the pessimistic tendency of ten
years ago, there is now a wavering betw
een conservative assurance and stoical
skepticism. Cullen may not be a literary
genius, but he is a poet of ability.
As a high school boy he wrote a prize-wi
nning poem entitled "I Have a Rendezvous with Life." This forms a good ccmp
anion poem for Seeger's nA.. Have a
Rendezvous with Death," upon which
it is modeled.
I have a rendezvous with Life
In drys I hope will come
Ere youth has sped and strength of mind,
Ere voices sweet grown durb;

541tIci., pp. 102-104.
35Brarey, "The Negro Literary Renaissa
nce," pp.
Thurman, .52. cit., pp. L59-60.
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voue rith Life," Caroling Meek,
"Cullen, "I Have a Renuez
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1927 appeared a second volume of poems, Fine Clothes to the Jew. In the past
few years he has written more irose than verse, contributing articles and
short Lat.ories to various periodicals and publishing in 1550 the novel, Not
Without Laaahter,.
He is like Dunbar in his love for the lower orders of the race.

Whereas

the older poet wrote of the plantation type, Hughes sings the woes of Harlem.
In answer to the criticism of the Negro intelligentsia for not writing of
them he

says,

The only true end lasting art that an artist
can produce is that based upon what he himself
knows best. I know the humble side of Negro life
and that is what I have written about in my way.
At least two-thirds of our people belong to that
class, so why should I not write about it? Let
some of those who know the upper class write about
the upper class.s
:
.13
Hughes seeks beauty in commonplaces.

He catches the mood of wearinesa

that exists beneath the jazz and clatter of Harlem.

tithout moralizing or

pleading for mercy, he presents concisely things as they are.
are the best medium.

His "blues"

With melody and sentimentality these songs express

the woes of particelaa individuals.

The singer in "blue Fantasy," "Gypsy

Man", "My Men--Midainter Blues; and "4
1
Man" mournh about the way "her men"
has treated her.

"Homesick Blues" expresses the desire to go back home.

Homesick blues, Lawd,
'S a terrible thing to have.
Homesick blues is
A terrible thins to have.
To keep from cryin'
I opens ma Louth an, laughs."

58Charies S. Johnson, sp. cit., p. 8.
59-acngeton Hughes, "Homesick Blues," The yeary. Blues (New York:
A.Knopf, 1925), p. 52.

Alfred
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Hughes laments the fact that his race has been
taken from the beauties
of the forest and "caged in the circus of civi1
iaation."4:) Even in HArlem
he sees there is a lack of self—confidence.

Just as their ancestors cried

in the jeeEles of Africa because they were alone and
afraid, just so do the
city dwellers cry among the skyscrapers.41

"When Sue Wears Red" and "My

People" show his understenl'ing; "Feet Wesus"
and "Sinner" prove that he is
not all cynicism.

He longs for a land of joy, wine, love, and song
for his

race.
We should have a land of sun,
Of gorgeous sun,
And a land of fragrant water
Where the twilight
Is a soft bandanna hendaershief
Of rose and gold,
And not this land where life is cold.42
•

•

•

These lines illustrate his pictorial art and his
individualistic but homely
figures.

The poet also portrays various phases of Harlem
life with frankness

and freedom.
Strut and wiggle'
Shameless gal.
Wouldn't no pod fellow
Be your pal.'5
He is not ashamed of his race.

Now his people "eat in kitcnen" but

some day the rest of the world will see how beaut
iful the Negro is and receive
him as an equal.44 The T:oet sees beauty in the white
race too,45 but he is

ment for Dark People," ibid., p. 100.
41"Lfraid," iid., p. 101.
''Our Lane,"
44 -

ie., p.

Liaright Nan at Lercy's,' it

., p.
44
"I, Too," CerolinE Dusk. np. 145-146.
43-Yea Vett Oner."

iluP:;

O.
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not blind to social injustices.
act verse play by the same nwiye.

Scottsboro Limited contains.a Short oneThis play is a fantastic presentation of

this well-known case.
Hughes is not only the poet of jazz, of the cabaret, and of the Georgia
road but also the dreamer and idealist.
Bring me all of your dreams,
Ycu dreamers,
Bring me all of your
Heart melodies
That I mEy wrap them
In a blue cloud-cloth
imsy from the3oo-rough fi_gers
Of the world.*
is he grew older, he lost his vision, but now he iE searching for it once
more.47

He desires to free himself from all the pollution of Harlem, to

return to nature and the simple things.48

He is optimistic and accepts the

advice in "Mother to Son."
Yell, son, I'll tell you:
Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.
•

•

•

So boy, don't you turn back.
Don't you set down on the steps
Eg
'Cause you finds it's kinder hard,
Hughes loves the sea.

His wanderlust draws him on.

long with pious folk shut in between the hills
This "wilderness of water" charms him.-

Keeper, p. 7.

48rDicillusion," The Weary Biue, p. 104.
p. 3.
Farewell," ibid., p. 72.
51°Long Trip.

ibfd., P• 73.

ignorant of the sea.80

He loves the sailors too.

48rThe Dream Keeper," ibid., p. 94.
47"i".5 I Greri Older," liat

He cannot linger

He knows

49
from experience the temptations
of the port town52and the call of the
imeginative land where spring is
more wonderful and life is all
joy." This
is his colorful interpretation of a
Caribbean Sunset:
God having a hemsrrhage,
Blood coughed across the sky,
Staining the dark sea red,
That is sunset in the Carrioean
.M
The poet has had a number of fol
lowers in the writing of folk lyrics
,
but none have caught just the sam
e realism, intensified moods, jaz
z note, and
race pride. He himself does not
maintain as high .2al
ities in Fine Clothes
to the Jew as he does in his ear
lier volume.
A poet of the new realism with its
emphasis on folk life and idiom is
Sterling A. Brown (1901- ). In rac
y speech he sings of the peasant
Negroes,
presenting their joys and sorrow
s in his volume, The Southern r
- oad (1-32).
Browm has a Master of Arts from
Harvard and is a professor at Atl
anta
University. He visits among the rou
stabouts, longshoremen, and other
workmen to catch the true spirit of
work Fongs. He seems to have cau
ght the
Icro7ings and rhythm found in fol
k ballads better than Langston Hug
hes, but
his languago is more idiomatic.
The .„1c
.
-.re of a chain gang at work is
given below.
S- - ng dat hammer—hunk-Steady, bot;
di t hammer--hunk-Steeny, ho';
:12:1,-t no rush, baby
..ong ways to go.55

5•1- FolO„ .:own," ibid.,
p. 74.
Charm," ibid., p. 80.
54.

Caribbeen Sunset," ibid.,
p. 76.

'5L-oer1ine. A. Brown, "The
Southern Hoed," at Southe
rn Eoed (New York:
Harcourt, Brece end Company,
1928), p. 46.
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The mood of the spirituals is felt in "Memphis Blues." "Long Gone"
and "Odyssey of Big Boy" are two folk bp11Pds.
in almost every state of the Union.

Big Boy has lived and loved

The character in "Long Gone" is like

Roark Bradford's John Henry in his "itch lo' travellin'."
I leas yo' kin' of lovinl
Ain't never caught you wrong
But it jes Lin' nachal
Fo' to stay here long;
It jes am' nachal
Fol a railroad Ilan
With a itch fo' tralvIalint
56
He calm' understan'
"thankBrown expresses the attitude of the Negro toward "toting" and
you-baskets" in "Ruminations of Luke Johnson." Luke says that there is no
basket in the world large enough to hold all that the whites have taken from
57
the Negro.
There is a mixture of the earthy and the divine in the advice given
"Sister Lou" relative to what Lou should do on her visit with Jesus. She
should teach Martha to make jelly, give poor Lazarus all the biscuits he can
eat, joke with Jonah, and be sure not to go to the back door.58
The race's subtle understanding of the weaknesses of humanity is shorn
in "Mister Samuel and Sam."
"pot los' boys."59

rhite or black, rich or poor, they are the same

Moral looseness is not frowned upon in such poems as "Chilien

Get Shoes," "Funeral," and "Harlem Street Walker."

The tendency of the race

to brag is reflected in "Kentucky Blues."

56Sterling A. Brown, "Long Gone," Caroling Dusk, pp. 134-1.35.
57Prorn,

cit.,p. 26.

587b2d., pp. 46-50.
591b1d.., pp. 44-45.

Si-

The ironically humorous tales of Slim Greer tell how Slim passed for
white in Lrkansas,6`
)how he got a job,61 and hot the white folk in the town
where the Negroes were forbidden to laugh paid him to leave.62 Brown also
shows in "laildren of the itiEsissippi," "Foreclosure," and "Cabaret" that the
Negro does not love the river but fears its destructive power.
Waring Guney (1902- ) has no collected volum e.

Like

oomer he belongs

to the metaphysical school in probing his awn mind, in his struggle between
intellecteel and sensual imagination, in his curiosity.63 He seems to think
and to feel aloud in his conversational style.
I think I see Him there
With a stern dream on his face.
I see Him there-Wishing they would hurry
The last nail in place.
And I wonder, had 1 been there,
I;ould I have doubted too.
Or would the dream have told me,
What this man seeaks is true.t4
"No Images," which is given below, won him the Opportunity prize in 1926.
Ehe
Her
She
Has

does not know
beauty,
thinks her brawn body
no glory.

If she could dance
Naked,
Under pOm trees

60"Slim Greer," ibid., pp. 85-65.
61es1im Lands a Job," ibid., pp. 66-67.
62"Elim in Itlante," ibid., pp. 58-1770.
615Kreymborg,

p. 576.

64t'ering Cuneyp "1 Think I See Him There," 14.„.aegRa Duck, p. 213.
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Frank Horne (1699- ) seeks to use authentic folk idiom.

His "Letters

that
Found Near a Suicide" belong to the Spoon River classification, except
these represent only one person and are fewer in nu.lber.

The dead man's

, and sweetheart.
inward life is shown by what he says to his mother, friends
and
Frank Horne draws illustrations from his own experiences as an athlete
a coach.

The letter addressed to Chick contains these words:
• • •
I have kept faith with you
And now
I have called my signal,
Found my opening
And slipped through
Fighting and squirming
Over tie line
To victory."

His irony is shown in "Nigger: A Chant for Children."

The poet advises the

and
little black boy to think of Hpanibal, Othello, .ttucks, Toussaint,
Jesus and never to give up.

The looe.a should be read with intonation s3m11ar

to the beat of tom-tomS.
Hannibal . . . Hannibal
Bangin' thru the Alps
Licked the proud Romans,
Ran home with their scalps-"Nigger... nigger... nigge,
The flF

of two poetesses are worthy of inclusion, Gwendolyn B. Bennett

(1902- ) aa_

(1902-

).

Miss Bennett is an art instructor at

.
Howard Univers.,ej v-usi has received recognition for her artistic ability

Her

ion of
mediocre verae varies in theme and fori and has an occasional suggest
es life in
7ace. Helene Johnson with her jazz note, slang, and idiom describ

rank Horne, "Letters Found Near a Suicide, ibid., p. 119.
"Ibid., p. 121.
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Harlem.

She too sings the complaints of her race:

Blues" tells the woes of a prisoner without bail.

for example, "Barefoot
The imprisoned

an says

that at least he has the consolation that as long as he is in jail he will
be fed.7° In "The Road" the poetess compares her race to " a little road
all whirry in the breeze," to a little brown road that is trodden upon but
continues to exist.71
Numerous names might be mentioned as contributors to periodicals, but
Cullen, Elighes, Sterling A. Brown, and others mentioned in this chapter are
enough to Show the trends in the Negro poetry of the past ten years.

This

poetry is not great literature, but it does show that the Negro race has
lent poetic abilities that may some day produce a masterpiece of wnich
America will proudly boast.

70/He1ene Johnson, 'Barefoot Blues," The Carolin7. blagazine, CVIII (My,
1920, 15.
71He1ene Johnson, "The Road,

Cc.roiinDas%, p. 221.

CONCLUSION
Twentieth century Negro poetry not only reflects some of the main
movements in modern hmerican literature but also deserves recognition
for its awn contributions. Its influence has been felt more in spirit
than in form.

There is nothing particularly distinctive in its use

of free verse or of the ballad, the romantic lyric, the epitaph, the
sonnet, or other standard forms. It is by its moods and contents that
Negro poetry has enhanced modern literature.

t. resume of the typical

themes--pride in race, bitterness against injustices, the comfort of a
humble religion, joys and sorrows of the black man--shows that the Negro
cannot escape his race. He no longer tries to escape; he boldly expresses
his emotionalism, his mysticism, his simealcity, his laughing sadness, his
love of rhythm end color, end his ronanticism.
Negro poets are romantic in their longing for the strange and far
away as shown by their fondness for the African heritage.

Cullen may rebel

against this tendency and Locke Amy insist that it is the American environment and not the jungle that influences the race; yet Cullen creates his
best poetry in this type of racial literature. Even the radical WcKey is
fascinated by the rhythm end color of the tropice.
The Negro poets are also re-listic.

They frankly express the passions,

longings, and woes of their race. By the use of the language and the spirit
of folk life, they seek to reiilace the stereotype black man by a true picture.
Hughes describes in idiomatic, rhythmic verse, the sordidness, woes, kr.d
longings of Harlem.

He feels the weariness of city workers. Sterling A.

Brown in his later songs portrays the laughter and tears of the Southern road.

56
He sees the hardships of the peasant Negro.

In his conservative verse

forms Cullen gives the Negro's spiritual struggle between paganism and
civilization.

He speaks to the educated illembers of his race.

James Weldon

Johnson knows the potentialities of his people and seeks to develop them
logically and gradually in both dialect and literary verse. He represents
the average Negro.
Some say that this present era is the glorious literary revolution of
Negro poetry.

Others say that the heyday is over, for distinctive racial

traits are rapidly being submerged by the white man's civilization.

Still

others predict that this golden age will be many years hence.
In the 18901 s, when Paul Laurence Dunbar and Booker T. Washington were
so active, people said it was the Negro renaissance.
made about the productive 1920's.

The same remark was

Judging frog the present trends, one is

led to believe that a similar term may some day be applied to the Negro
poetry of the 1950's.

•••
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